Introduction
• The fuel cell is the invention from the 19th century that can solve the problems of the 21st century with low energy efficiency and carbon emissions etc.
• SOFC modeling is promising:
-Increase the understanding of physical phenomena -Optimizing the design -Decrease the production cost • Strong coupling between different physical phenomena, requires multiphysical modeling.
-Mass, momentum, heat and chemical reactions are considered.
• This study focus on the effect of active surface area ratio on the steam reforming reaction. • Water-gas shift reaction -Normally considered to be in equilibrium -(1) Global reaction mechanism in the anode only -(2) Global reaction mechanism in the anode and in the fuel channel -(3) Advanced reaction mechanism including catalytic surface reaction kinetics 
Mathematical model -Assumptions
• 2D
• The electrochemical reactions are specified at the electrolyte/electrode interfaces • The Knudsen diffusion term is neglected • The effects on the flow profile from the inlet length are neglected • The Nusselt number is assumed to be constant • The change in entropy and enthalpy due to the chemical reactions are defined at constant temperature only • The thermal conductivity and heat capacity for the solid parts are defined at constant temperature only • An average current density is defined and not calculated from local conditions
